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The Taylor Institute is the first building in Canada dedicated solely to improving postsecondary teaching and
learning.
The groundbreaking building is located at the heart of campus, supporting the institute’s work to build
communities and link networks. The building was designed with three guiding principles: flexibility, transparency
and collaboration.
The most striking feature of the building is the 220-foot-long translucent glass spine, which glows like a beacon at
night. Inside the building, the Taylor Institute’s learning spaces are fully flexible and infused with technology,
allowing instructors and students to experiment with advanced teaching and learning approaches.
This is a one-of-a-kind teaching and research facility, with technologies that are not found anywhere else on
campus – some of which have never been used in this configuration.
The main floor of the Taylor Institute comprises of 5 flexible learning spaces, 1 large open space forum, and an
informal gallery, all of which are available for instructors to apply to teach university courses in.

TI Learning Space application process for university courses
Applications to teach in the TI Learning Spaces is open to anyone teaching a University of Calgary course.
Applications are due twice a year, at which time the TI Learning Space Committee meets to review the applications
and determine the schedule of courses for the upcoming semesters. The TI Learning Space Committee is
comprised of representatives from the TI, faculty, the Registrar’s office, and both undergraduate and graduate
student associations. Once the applications have been reviewed the committee co-chairs (Patrick Kelly and D'Arcy
Norman) follow up with each instructor to ensure any feedback from the committee is clear.

TI Learning Space support
1.

2.
3.

4.

One-on-one support: Once the instructors know they will be teaching in the TI, a TI staff member from
either the Learning and Instruction Design or the Learning Technology groups will contact the instructor
and become their main TI contact. This TI staff member ensures the instructor is supported by providing
information, answering questions, or connecting with the appropriate person in the TI
Technology: workshops that are focused on using the technology in the learning spaces are scheduled
prior to the start of the semester to provide orientations to the instructors and answer any questions.
Ongoing Support: instructors are encouraged to participate in a “Taylor Institute Instructors” community
of practice, where they are able to share their experiences with each other to help plan their activities.
Taylor Institute staff (including Learning Technologies Coaches) also provide continuous consultation with
these instructors. A new Learning Spaces Workshop was piloted with graduate students as part of the
Graduate Student Teaching Program. This workshop will be adapted and offered to TI instructors (and
others in the community) in Spring 2017.
“Building Stewards” – students, hired on a part-time basis to restore the learning studios at the end of
each weekday by adjusting furniture and technologies into the default layout, cleaning whiteboards and
touch screens as needed, and ushering students out of the building when it closes at 5:30pm. See
appendix 1 for the job profile for this position.
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Demographics of TI learning spaces use
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4
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Community of practice
The TI learning spaces community of practice was formed to further support instructors teaching in the TI. Since
different instructors were in the learning spaces for each semester we treated each semester as a mini community
of practice and scheduled 1-hour sessions throughout the Fall 2016 and Winter 2017 semesters. The purpose of
these gatherings was to bring together the instructors and TI staff to build relationships, make connections, share
ideas, and learn from each other.
During the Fall 2016 semester we held 3 sessions (for 5 instructors), and 1 session (for 2 instructors) in the Winter
2017 semester with 1 more planned in March. (See Appendix 2 for notes from these sessions)
To extend the mini community of practices a celebratory lunch on December 19, 2016 was held to bring together
instructors from both the ending Fall 2016 and the upcoming Winter 2016 semesters. Of the 24 instructors that
attended 3 Fall 2016 instructors presented their experiences of teaching in the TI that sparked in-depth questions
and discussions.
Highlights from all discussions include:
1.

2.

3.

What have you learned from teaching in the TI so far?
o Enabled me as a teacher, more discussions, more group work
o The space can drive active teaching and learning, students can see each other with higher
student engagement
o Shared displays for group includes all members (not feeling left out or looking over shoulders to
see)
o Try non-traditional assessments, such as student performances
What challenges have you found?
o How to use technology effectively
o How to sustain the course design next year or in other spaces?
o If activity design relies on TI tech, how to share displays elsewhere
How have you used the technology and spaces?
o Use digital posters instead of midterms with peer assessment rubric
o Problem based learning
o Group projects
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4.

5.

What feedback do you have for us?
o Groups at tables works well
o Expandable rooms are great for combining classes
o Forum, great acoustics and can be cold sometimes
What feedback do you have from students?
o Students report feeling of inequality between those who have laptops and those who don't - who
gets to "drive" the group work? No laptop means you're not leading it.
o Pushing the microphone button disrupts the flow of conversation

Feedback from instructors
An anonymous online survey was used, to solicit feedback from instructors who have taught courses in the Taylor
Institute – as of November 6, 2017, there were 20 responses out of 56 instructors who have taught in the TI from
Spring 2017-Winter 2018 (36% response rate).
The survey included several open-ended questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What did you like best about teaching/facilitating in the Taylor Institute? Why?
What challenges did you experience while teaching/facilitating in the Taylor Institute?
How did the TI learning spaces influence your teaching? Can you provide a few key examples?
How did the TI learning spaces influence your students' learning? Can you provide a few key examples?
What feedback can you provide about the furniture in the TI learning spaces?
If you could change one thing about the TI learning space(s) you used, what would it be?
How have you translated what you learned from teaching your course in the Taylor Institute into your
courses offered in other spaces across campus?
What recommendations would you make to the University to help plan future construction or renovation
of learning spaces?
Do you have any other comments, suggestions, or feedback?

Several Likert-scale questions were asked, as well:

Question

Average Rating (/5)

How would you rate the learning space(s) you used in the Taylor Institute?

4.65

How would you rate the technologies you used in the Taylor Institute?

4.25

How would you rate the quality of support and/or consultation you received BEFORE
your session(s) in the Taylor Institute?

4.65

How would you rate the quality of support you received DURING your session(s) in
the Taylor Institute?

4.32

How would you rate your experience with the application process to teach/facilitate
in the Taylor Institute?

4.11

How would you rate your overall experience teaching/facilitating in the Taylor
Institute?

4.55
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Lessons learned
•
•
•
•

Include the Registrar’s office in the process to avoid confusion about allowed class schedule patterns,
enrolment caps, and compatibility with scheduling elsewhere on campus.
Include faculty and department admin coordinators to follow up with instructors to ensure accurate
scheduling and capacity information is used.
Enforce the enrollment cap for the learning spaces – overloading the studios is possible, but results in a
highly degraded learning experience for all students in the class.
Importance of setting expectations about what level of support/service is possible, and to work with
instructors to enable them to set up their studio before class.

Through the first 4 semesters of university courses being hosted in the Taylor Institute, we have revised the
practical capacity for each of the learning studios on the first floor of the building:

Learning Space Capacity and Sample Layouts
Room

Capacity

Learning Studio A

40

Learning Studio B

30

Learning Studio C

35

Learning Studio AB

70

Learning Studio BC

65

Learning Studio ABC

105

Learning Studio D

25

Learning Studio E

40

Learning Studio DE

65

Forum (Flat floor)

132

Figure 1. Layout and capacity of Taylor Institute learning spaces.
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Studio A

Studio B

Studio C

Forum

Figure 2. Sample layouts used in some of the Taylor Institute learning spaces.
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Appendix 1: “Building Stewards” job profile
Nature of the Work (To whom position reports, complexity and amount of work/peak periods, other conditions):
Under the supervision of the Taylor Institute’s Learning Technologies and Environment Operations Specialist, the
Taylor Institute Building Stewards will provide daily support to ensure the Taylor Institute public and learning
spaces are arranged and prepared to best meet the needs of instructors and students across the University of
Calgary. These positions will provide an essential resource to ensuring the proper functioning of this unique space.
To ensure energy efficiency, they will ensure that all power to the Institute’s learning technologies is powereddown. The building stewards will also ensure that the furniture in each of the learning studios is re-arranged and
organized at the end of each day, itemize any supply and maintenance needs, and ensure that all spaces are
properly secured. The building stewards will also notify occupants of the building hours at closing.
The TI will require 2 building stewards per semester, who will work collaboratively to ensure the Taylor Institute
public and learning spaces are arranged and prepared to best meet the needs of instructors and students across
the University of Calgary. These will be part-time student hourly positions at a rate of pay of $14/hour. Normal
work hours will be 10 hours per week, from approximately 4:30pm – 6:30pm each day, Monday to Friday (or as
needed).
Primary Purpose of the Position (Key purpose, functions, roles):
Specifically, the Taylor Institute Building Stewards will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-arrange and organize furniture in the Taylor Institute learning studios and public spaces
Tidy and dispose of any trash left on the floors, furniture or spaces in the learning studios and public
spaces
Ensure that all spaces are properly locked and secured
Notify occupants of the building closing times and ensure all occupants have cleared building spaces by
and shortly after closing (i.e. 5:00pm)
Power-down any learning technologies in the learning studios
Clean and reset the technology cart monitors as required
Ensure equipment in teaching stations are properly stored and secured
Conduct daily maintenance of learning studio microphones, including recharging batteries
Identify maintenance issues and/or materials needed in learning studios
Maintain and document issues with items in the learning technology lending library inventory
Provide assistance in raising and lowering the Skyfold walls as needed

Other duties may be assigned as required.
Qualifications/Expertise Required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Currently enrolled as student at the University of Calgary.
Excellent communication, organization and interpersonal skills.
Leadership, self-motivation, self-direction, and an ability to work independently and as part of a team.
Professional rapport that is suitable and complementary to the vision of the Taylor Institute.
Willing to participate in on-the-job training and development necessary for carrying out duties and
responsibilities.
Ability to move furniture and other items as needed (some physical lifting will be required).
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Appendix 2: Summary of Instructors’ Community of Practice Sessions
September 30, 2016 (2 instructors)
What is going well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walking around with students
The light, furniture, layout
Enabled me as a teacher, more discussion, more group work
The space can drive active teaching and learning
Students see each other, not just facing the teacher
Higher student engagement --> active students
Limnu is awesome

Challenges, what could be better or easier?
•
•
•
•

Whiteboards are hard to move
Technology orientation (limnu, solstice)
Always on microphones for students, pushing the button disrupts the flow
How to use technology effectively

What other feedback do you have?
•
•
•

Groups at tables works well
Expandable rooms are great for combining classes
Forum, great acoustics and can be cold sometimes

October 28, 2016 (1 instructor)
What kinds of activities have you and your students done during classes in the TI?
•

Solstice pod - collaborating on visualizing data sets in groups (teams of 4)

What has worked well?
•
•

Shared display for group includes all members (not feeling left out or looking over shoulders to see)
Scholar's chairs allow easy group formation/reformation

What challenges have you found?
•
•

How to sustain the course design next year or in other spaces?
If activity design relies on TI tech, how to share displays elsewhere

Do you have any tips/suggestions/requests?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Groups of more than ~6 per collaboration cart may be too much - issues with multiple people fitting in
front of screen and multiple people interacting with software
What alternatives to Solstice are available for use elsewhere? Wireless projectors?
More rooms with scholar's chairs - don't need tables and they can be in the way
Should we put scholar's chairs into other studios?
Standing height tables? No chairs?
Make sure everyone knows the podium is adjustable height

Feedback from students?
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•

Students report feeling of inequality between those who have laptops and those who don't - who gets to
"drive" the group work? No laptop means you're not leading it.

November 25, 2016 (2 instructors)
How can student assessment look in the TI spaces?
•

Try non-traditional assessments, such as student performances

Feb 8, 2017 (2 instructors)
What have you learned so far teaching in the TI?
•
•
•
•

Standing in the middle of the room to feel closer to the students
Being mindful of challenges such as student names
Need to include all students in large room
50 minute classes needs super organization

How have you used the technology and spaces?
•
•
•

Use digital posters instead of midterms with peer assessment rubric
Problem based learning
Group projects
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Appendix 3: Summary of feedback from instructors and students
Students in Learning Studios:
The Learning Experience
-

-

-

The learning studios create an environment that encourages group work and discussions
o Students enjoy group work as it provides a low pressure environment to discuss ideas
o Even students who do not enjoy group work appreciated the value of having group discussions
o Group work increased student engagement
o Students find it valuable to be able to hear a wide array of opinions and arguments
Students need time to adjust to the new environment too
o Students reported that it took them time to adjust to having so many screens (collaboration
carts)
o Students also needed time to adjust to the seating arrangements
Some students didn’t see added value of being in a learning studio as opposed to a conventional lecture
hall

The Furniture
-

The tables allowed for group discussions to flourish
o Being able to see their peers’ faces was important for students
Students are not accustomed to facing away from the front
o Some students appreciated having the collaboration carts to look at when taking notes
o Other students complained that they had to crane their necks frequently to view the professor or
the projector screen

The Technologies
-

-

-

-

Padlet was used as an annotation and discussion tool
o Students enjoyed the way it made idea sharing a visual experience
o Some students did not see the added value of annotating literature digitally
TopHat
o Some students really enjoy TopHat as a quizzing tool
o Other students found the program to be finicky and inaccurate
Google Docs was used as an annotation tool
o There were mixed reviews: Some students like using Google Docs, while others found it
unnecessary or uncooperative
There was an attempt to use Solstice
o Students found difficulties downloading and using
o Students did not find it as useful as expected

Instructors in Learning Studios
What instructors like about the Learning Studios:
-

The learning environment is not us vs. them
o Instructors were able to walk among the students and engage with them
They described the space as a place where they feel enabled as a teacher
o The space allowed for better discussions and more group work
o The space drives active teaching and learning
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Students were more engaged and active in the classroom
The ability to view content on collaboration carts allowed all students to be included in group
activities as no one had to look over shoulders to see a screen
The aesthetic appeal
o Open space
o Natural lights
o
o

-

Suggestions for the TI
-

-

-

More intensive orientation to the building
o How-to’s for all the options available (Solstice, Limnu, TopHat, collaboration carts and apps)
Increase communication before and during the semester in the TI
o Provide information on how many collaboration carts are in each learning studio
o Seeing as the learning environment is conducive to group work and discussion-based classes,
instructors would appreciate support on how to engage students who are resistant to group
activities
Somehow having more agency with the collaboration carts
o Ability to download apps or programs
o Ability to save group work and files on the collaboration carts, or take screenshots with
collaboration carts
Office supplies and printers for instructors and students
o As their home faculties are often across campus, instructors would appreciate having these
supplies available

Suggestions for campus development
-

-

Better space design
o Level floors
o Moveable furniture
o Moveable whiteboards
o Natural lighting
o Electrical outlets
Classrooms that are better designed for group work (and can accommodate large classes that want to do
group work as well)

Students in and around the Building
The technologies
-

Students hardly used the technology but found it user friendly
o On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 star being not at all and 5 stars being very frequently, 65% of students
reported they hardly used the technology available, where 65% consists of the 1 star and 2 star
ratings
o Students rated the user-friendliness of the technology 3.93 stars out of 5, with 5 stars being very
user friendly
o The most common usage for the collaboration carts is as a digital whiteboard

The furniture
-

Students recommend at least adding cushions to the atrium
o Students would rather not sit on the dirty floor
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-

o Cushions would also make the atrium comfier for studying
Students don’t like the short tables
o Students would like to be able to study at a table with a comfortable, ergonomic height
Overall, many students reported the furniture is very comfortable, but they would like to see more
furniture added

What students like most about the TI
-

Windows and natural lights
An open atmosphere
The building is quiet
The cleanliness of the building
The piano

Suggestions for the TI
-

Students would like more furniture and places to study
Students would like more outlets
Students don’t like that the water fountain is only for filling water bottles and not for drinking from

Suggestions for campus
-

Piano
Open atmosphere
Windows, natural light
Spaces designed for studying (students really like the hanging pods and the breakout rooms)
Students feel there is too much empty space in the TI, and that the wasted space could be used for more
study spaces for students
A water fountain that students can drink from, not just for water bottles
More outlets
Students would prefer if the tables were better suited for studying (at a better height)
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